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Graduate winners should pay more 
 
Most higher education students should pay more for their courses than they do, 
since the private benefit they gain from their degrees is so high, according to a 
new Grattan Institute report, Graduate Winners: Assessing the public and private 
benefits of higher education. 
 
Higher education tuition subsidies will cost taxpayers around $7 billion by the 
middle of this decade, yet what the public gets for its investment is not clear, said 
Grattan Higher Education Program Director Andrew Norton. 
 
“Graduates do well out of higher education. They have attractive jobs, above-
average pay and status. They take interesting courses and enjoy student life,” Mr 
Norton said. 
 
“Given these large benefits, and with the HELP student loan scheme in place, 
most students would take their courses regardless of the size of the subsidy.” 
 
“Tuition subsidies therefore merely redistribute income to students and graduates. 
The general public – particularly those who do not go to university – are worse off.” 
 
Graduate Winners proposes a new model for setting higher education spending. 
Tuition subsidies should only be paid when they create public benefits that would 
not otherwise be created. 
 
For example, a public health course whose graduates produce clear public 
benefits should be subsidised if it would not otherwise attract enough students, Mr 
Norton said.  
 
But a law course should not be subsidized when students, perceiving a large 
private benefit, would have taken it anyway. 
 
Mr Norton said that fairness considerations did not justify tuition subsidies either. 
With the HELP scheme, there was no evidence that tuition charges deterred 
people from lower socioeconomic backgrounds from taking higher education.  
 
A carefully managed reduction in tuition subsidies could yield savings of around $3 
billion by 2016-17.  
 
“Given the substantial private benefits of higher education, supporters of tuition 
subsidies need to explain why the public money would not be better spent 
elsewhere,” Mr Norton said.  
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